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INTRODUCTION

When I founded Crafting an MBA in December of 2009, I thought I was embarking 
on a project to improve my own business skills.

What I found was a growing community of makers, designers, and craftspeople just 
like yourself who were hungry for the tools to make their businesses a success.

Since then, I’ve had the pleasure of writing for and working with a group of makers 
who are 100% committed to making their businesses a success, even if they aren’t 
always sure what that should look like.  I’ve had people allow me to take part in 
their own journey to improve their business skills, and for that I am grateful.

This collection represents the most popular and thought provoking posts from the 
first sixteen months of Crafting an MBA.  Whether you are reading them for the first 
time or the tenth, I hope you’ll find inspiration and motivation to grow your business.

megan auman
April 2011
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“Once you accept the reality that running a 

business is hard you open yourself up to the 

possibility that running a business can also 

be really, really great.”

BUSINESS THINKING
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RUNNING YOUR BUSINESS 
VS. PURSUING YOUR HOBBY

Today I am so excited to say that I’ve been interviewed over at the CraftyPod.! 
Sister Diane asked if I would be willing to talk about Etsy and its pro-am culture, 
and I was more than happy to oblige.! It’s a fantastic conversation about the pros 
and cons of Etsy being a pro-am culture, how to tell which side of that fence you fall 
on, and what makes a viable business.

You should head over and listen right now.! I’ll wait.

Ok, good.! You’re back.

Because as a companion to the podcast over at CraftyPod, today I want to talk 
about the difference between running a business and simply supporting your 
hobby.! With sites like Etsy making entry into the crafts market so easy, the line 
between business and hobby gets more blurred by the day.! And that blurry line can 
cause a lot of stress for you and your business.! So I’m going to examine some of 
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the psychological differences between a business and a hobby, and then share 
some tips to help you move from grey area to legitimate business.

What is the difference between a business and a hobby?

Before I get into the psychological differences, I want to share a more pragmatic 
definition.! For the purposes of this conversation, my definition looks like this.

A business is structured to make a profit, while the hobbyist sells primarily for 
other reasons. !(Such as social currency or to cover their costs.)

I’m guessing that for most of you reading this post, you view yourselves as running 
a business.! (Or aspiring to run a business.)! But are you really?! Because in 
addition to the goal of profitability, there is another important factor in the difference 
between business and hobby.! Perception.

There are three areas where perception comes into play in your business:

1. How you view yourself and your business.
2. How you present yourself and your business to others.
3. How others perceive you and your business.

Let’s look at each of these areas in a little more detail.

How you view yourself and your business.

In some ways, this one seems like the easiest.! You tell yourself, “Hey, I run my own 
business.”! You sell your products, so that must be true, right?! But as I learned 
from many of the responses to creating a culture of profit, many of us struggle with 
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the idea of seeing ourselves as running a business.! Namely that part about how 
businesses exist to make a profit and are entitled to do so.

So before you can even begin to scrutinize the other two areas of perception, you 
need to make sure you are giving yourself credit.! You have to get comfortable with 
the idea that you are a business owner.! An entrepreneur.! A creative empire builder.! 
And someone who is in it to make a profit.

How you present yourself and your business to others.

Ok, so you’ve come to view yourself as a creative entrepreneur.! Fantastic.! But do 
you present yourself as a business owner to those around you?

When someone asks you what you do, how do you respond?! Maybe you say, “I 
make jewelry,” or “I’m a jewelry designer.”! But statements like that actually don’t 
help with the perception that you run a business and not just make jewelry as a 
hobby.! (You can insert whatever product you make for the word jewelry.)! Instead, 
how can you change that response to promote the idea that you own and run a 
business?

Your actions also go a long way towards projecting your persona as savvy business 
owner.! Do you make your business a priority, or do you try to squeeze it in 
between the other parts of your life?! Do you designate certain hours as “business 
time” or do you let yourself get interrupted by shopping trips and lunches out?

I used to be totally guilty of this.! I would plan my day to work, and then my mother 
would call and ask me if I wanted to go shopping.! I’d usually say yes.! Let me tell 
you, that didn’t communicate the idea that I was serious about running my business 
to my family.! (Especially to my husband, who was frustrated that I was off doing 
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whatever while he was at work.)! Now when my mother calls, my response is 
usually, “I’m working.”

Ultimately, my point is this.! If you’re going to talk the talk (“I run my own business”) 
then you need to walk the walk.

How others perceive you and your business.

This is something Tara and I discuss in yesterday’s video about building our own 
creative empires.! And really, it goes back to the way your present yourself to others 
in order to have them perceive you in the way you’d like.

I struggle with the way I’m perceived by certain members of my family and people I 
encounter in my geographic community.! But every day I’m working on ways to 
present myself to change that perception. !But it might not be your family.! Look 
around at everyone you interact with.! Do your vendors and suppliers view you as 
running a business?! What about your customers?

In order for your business to be successful, it’s important that the people you 
surround yourself with understand that you are, in fact, running a business.

Moving from hobby to business.

So how do you shift that perception from one of hobbyist to one of business 
owner?! I want to share a few strategies that I’ve been working on to help 
communicate that I am running a business.! (Not to mention that help make my 
business more successful.)
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But before I do, let me clarify another point.! You may not actually be moving from 
hobby to business.! Perhaps, like me, you studied your craft or design process in 
school, and have always viewed it as a career.! Regardless of your background, I 
think many craft and design businesses (especially those based out of the home) 
struggle with the perception of what you do as a glorified hobby.! So even if this 
was never your hobby, I think it’s still worth exploring how to make it clear to 
everyone that you are running a business.

So what do you need to do to go from hobby to business?

You need to get serious.

And I don’t mean serious in suit and tie kind of way.! And I don’t mean that you 
should never have fun.! (Far from it.! I want you to enjoy what you’re doing.)! What I 
mean by get serious is that you need to make a commitment to doing those things 
that make your business into, well, a business.

• You need to get serious about the numbers.
• You need to get serious about your time.
• You need to get serious about the realities of running a business.

Get serious about the numbers

If you truly want to run a successful business, you need to get serious about the 
numbers.! Numbers give you so much information – your income versus expenses 
tells you profit, sales data tells you what’s working and what isn’t, and cash flow 
projections tell you if you’re going to have any money in the bank next month.
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If you aren’t tracking your numbers (or are only paying attention to say, the number 
of sales or the number in your bank account), it’s probably for one of two reasons:

The first is that you legitimately don’t know how.! If that’s the case, there’s never 
been a better time to learn.! Sign up for an account on outright.com.! Check out 
Holly’s suggestions for tracking your profit.! Use the business growth planner to see 
where you’ve been and where you’re going.! (And if you aren’t sure what all those 
number mean, you can always hire me to help.)

The second reason you might not be tracking your numbers is that ignorance is 
bliss.! If you don’t know how much money your business isn’t making (that’s a 
twisted way of saying you might be losing money) you can pretend it’s not true.! 
While you may be able to get away with this in the short term (especially if you are 
relying on income from another job or partner) this lack of strategy will eventually be 
the downfall of your business.

When it comes down to it, the cold hard truth is that businesses track their profits.! 
(And at least a few other numbers.) Until you do, you really aren’t running a 
business.

Get serious about your time.

I’ve got a new mantra.! I’m trying to stop saying “I didn’t have time for something,” 
and switch to “I didn’t make it a priority.”! Because often, lack of time is really lack 
of prioritization.

In order to run a successful business, you need to carve out time to run your 
business.! And if that means you need to set a schedule for business hours, then 
by all means do so.
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Tara shared with me how when she started having her husband watch their 
daughter in the evening so she could focus on work, her business took off.! 
Because she was able to commit time to her business.

Running a successful business takes either time or money.! If you have one, you 
can make do without the other.! But you can’t run a successful business without 
investing significant amounts of one of those two things.

The next time you find yourself bemoaning your lack of time to run your business, 
ask yourself how you can reorder priorities to have time for your business.! Can you 
watch less TV?! Have your spouse help with kids or housework?! Cut out needless 
shopping trips?! Can you take a week off from your day job to focus on taking your 
business to the next level?

If you never carve out some serious time for your business, you’ll find it hard to 
convince others (and eventually yourself) that you’re actually running a business.

Get serious about the realities of running a business.

Running a business is hard.! Sometimes you lose money.! Sometimes clients don’t 
pay on time.! Sometimes you want to bang your head against the wall.! Sometimes 
you’re filled with an overwhelming sense of panic about how you’ll pay your bills this 
month.! Sometimes you’ll stress over whether or not you’re making the right 
choices or heading in the right direction.

And in order to run a business, you have to understand and accept all of this. !You 
have to accept that some days it might not be fun. !Some days you will have to do 
tasks you don’t really want to do. !(Or figure out ways to delegate those tasks to 
others. !But either way, they have to get done.)
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It’s much happier to pretend all that stuff doesn’t exist. !To just make and try to sell 
your products. !But ignoring the fact that running a business is hard doesn’t make 
that reality go away. !It just means that you aren’t really running a business.

But there is an upside to this. !Once you accept the reality that running a business 
is hard you open yourself up to the possibility that running a business can also be 
really, really great. !You give yourself a chance to create something bigger than 
yourself. !Something that can provide a great life for you and your family.

But only if you commit to the fact that running a business is not the same as a 
pursuing a hobby. !It’s much more work.

But it has the potential to be so much more rewarding.
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BALANCING THE CREATIVE 
BRAIN WITH THE BUSINESS 
BRAIN

On last week’s post on creating niche products, I got several comments from 
people who felt they just could not limit themselves to one material or idea.

“I’m creative, I just have too many ideas to focus on one thing!”

There is nothing wrong with being creative and having a lot of ideas.! In fact, those 
of us that possess the elusive skill of creativity are often the envy of those who 
don’t.

But ultimately, if you want to build a successful business, you need to learn to 
balance the creative brain with the business brain.

The creative part of your brain is the part that keeps you up at night dreaming of 
new ideas.! But the business brain is what you need to edit and figure out which of 
those new ideas will make it to market.
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Not every thing you make needs to be for sale

An important role of the business brain is to edit what your creative brain produces.

One of the biggest mistakes I see people make is that they try to sell every type of 
thing they create.

I have creative skills far beyond what’s reflected in the steel and silver jewelry 
collections you see in my shop.! Beyond the vast repertoire of metalsmithing skills I 
have in my arsenal, I also like to sew, am skilled at felting, and can hold my own 
with a crochet hook.

But you don’t see any of that in my shop.

Just because you can and do make something doesn’t mean it necessarily needs 
to be for sale.

It’s ok to have hobbies

The prevailing idea around sites like Etsy is that you’ll be able to turn your hobby 
into a business.! But the truth is that not all of your hobbies are suited for business.

It’s ok to keep some of your hobbies as just, well, hobbies.

And I realize, once you’ve got the entrepreneurial bug, that this is easier said than 
done.! It’s a dilemma I’m all too familiar with.

I love to ride my bike.! And every so often, I get bitten by the bug that asks “how 
can I turn my love of bicycling into a business?”! And after entertaining that thought 
for a few days, I finally remind myself that I have plenty of work to do running the 
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businesses I already have, and that it’s ok for some of my hobbies to be just that, 
hobbies.

Balancing your business brain with your creative brain means taking a good look at 
which products make sense to sell, and which products don’t.! It means coming up 
with an overall brand identity and choosing products that fit into that identity.

This is true even for large companies admired for their creativity.! For every product 
Apple brings to market, there are plenty of ideas (some that probably made it pretty 
far into the prototyping and development process) that the world will never see.! 
Apple has to balance the creativity of their design team with the need to make a 
profit.

There’s nothing wrong with indulging the whims of your creative brain and trying out 
different techniques or subject matters as the mood strikes you.! That’s where new 
ideas come from.

But it’s important to spend as much time cultivating and listening to your business 
brain, because that’s what will help you build a cohesive product line and a 
successful business.
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WHY YOUR CRAFT BUSINESS 
GETS STUCK

I think a lot of craft businesses get started the same way – you have a process or 
technique that you love and you think, “I could do this as my job!” !Maybe you went 
to school to learn this skill, or maybe you taught yourself.! Or maybe it’s a product 
you started making that you think is amazing.! And you think other people would 
like it too.! Regardless, you start with this passion and desire to bring your creative 
gifts to the world.

And then reality strikes. You find out that there is more to running a business than 
making things you really love.! There’s the day-to-day management – the marketing, 
the bookkeeping, the sales, the customer service – the list seems endless.! So 
most people do one of two things:

You embrace the business aspect.! You enter do-it-yourself mode.! You 
become the marketer, the PR person, the order-packer, the bookkeeper, the 
web designer.! And by the time you do all that, you don’t have time to do the 
creative stuff that you love.! The stuff that made you start the business in the 
first place.! The stuff that makes your business uniquely you.
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or

You don’t worry so much about the day-to-day business stuff.! You just focus 
on making your fantastic product and keep wondering why the world isn’t 
beating a path to your door. !You ignore the bookkeeping stuff, but constantly 
wonder why you aren’t making any money.! You dream big dreams but can’t 
get results. !You keep working your day job, dreaming of the day your side 
business will take off so you can quite your day job, but that day never 
comes.

But neither one of these are the path to a successful business.! Sure, you do hear 
the stories about the few lucky ones who manage to break through.! But more 
often than not, these scenarios lead to frustration, burnout, and business 
abandonment.! I see them happen again and again in the craft community.! 
Sometimes, I even see them happening to myself.

The other week, I read this fantastic article in the Wall Street Journal titled, “What’s 
Holding Back Women Entrepreneurs?”! The article talked about some of the 
reasons why women-owned businesses tend to be smaller than those owned by 
men.! Among the top reasons cited by the author were lack of business growth 
planning and access to capital.! I was really struck by these (not just because a 
majority of my readers are women) but because I see the same trends in craft 
businesses.

After reading the WSJ article, I believe there are three reasons why craft businesses 
struggle:
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We don’t plan for growth.
We don’t ask for money.
We don’t ask for help.

• We don’t plan for growth – There are many different strategies for growth – 
branching into new markets, increasing market share in your current market, 
adjusting your pricing to reap more profits.! But they all require a plan.! In the 
WSJ article, the author points out that most advice for women entrepreneurs 
focuses on start-up, rather than long term strategic planning.! And I think the 
same holds true for craft business advice.! It’s easy to find info on starting 
your craft business.! But where is the help when you want your business to 
get bigger?! Or when you get stuck in the dip? Or when you want to build an 
empire? !Sure, I think many of us dream about growing our craft businesses. !
But a dream is very different than a solid plan backed by an understanding of 
the numbers and markets.

• We don’t ask for money – Out in the big business world, there’s this thing 
called venture capital, !where other people (or businesses) give you money to 
grow your business.! Or, if you don’t want to go that route, there are other 
options – small business loans, lines credit, friends and family. !The reality is 
that running a business requires money, and most businesses borrow it at 
one time or another to help them grow.! And a craft business can be very 
capitol intensive.! (All those tools and supplies and materials, not to mention 
show fees and marketing materials.)! Yet, it seems like there is this myth 
floating around the craft world that the way to fund your business is through 
personal savings, or the cash from your day job.! Or, unfortunately, by racking 
up debt on the credit card.! It often seems like craft businesses can’t get to 
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the next level, whether that’s going full-time, hiring an employee, or entering 
into a new market, because of a lack of funding.

• We don’t ask for help – I’m not talking about asking for help in the sense of 
asking for advice.! What I mean is that DIY mentality of having to do 
everything yourself.! Often, taking your business to the next level means 
bringing in outside expertise, outsourcing some aspect of the business, or 
bringing in another set of hands.! One of the best ways to grow a great 
business is to put together a really great team.! But we don’t often talk about 
the crafts team.! Instead, we tend to perpetuate the myth of the lone 
craftsmen or designer. !Or perhaps, you’d love to hire help, but can’t seem to 
find the cash to do so. !Which just brings us back to #2, you don’t ask for 
money.

I’m not trying to point fingers here.! I struggle with the same issues in my own 
business.! But as I become more aware of them, I’m trying to work through them.! 
So that the next time my business feels stuck, I don’t stall out.

I’m also trying to understand these issues so that I can provide the best possible 
information and resources here on Crafting an MBA. !I don’t like to see craft and 
design businesses get stuck, and I certainly don’t like to see them fail. !I have this 
vision of a great, big, beautiful craft/design empire, where we take on the big box 
stores by providing well-made, well-designed products that fit our customers 
needs. !Where we provide responsibly made, ethically sourced, high quality 
products. !Where we make a good living designing and making those products.

So that’s my goal here on CMBA (in case I haven’t been clear up until this point). !I 
want to talk about all those details that make the difference between success and 
failure. !Growth and planning. !Numbers and finances. !(And yes, marketing and 
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sales and all those other things too. !But without a strong foundation, those things 
will only take you so far.) !I want to make it my business to help you with your 
business. !I want us all to grow and prosper and profit together.

What do you need to take your craft business to the next level? !What do you need 
to get unstuck?
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THE 3 BEST THINGS I DID FOR 
MY BUSINESS IN 2010

2010 was a good year for my business on many levels. Not only did I make more 
money than I have in any other year, but I ended the year feeling confident about 
the direction my business is headed in.

But that didn’t happen by accident.

In 2010, I made some key strategic and mental changes to my business that 
helped me have a successful year. There are three in particular that stand out as the 
best things I did for my business in 2010:

1. I focused on my core strengths.

In 2009, I tried expanding my product offerings. I added home décor products and 
the cozy/cuff. As a result, the jewelry took a back seat. And what I learned in 2009 
was there was A LOT I didn’t know about how to manufacture, price, and promote 
home décor products.
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So in 2010, I made a commitment to refocus on the jewelry aspect of my business. 
I discontinued the home décor line. I put the jewelry front and center in my trade 
show booth. And most importantly, I began to remind myself of the reasons I 
started making jewelry in the first place.

By renewing my passion for jewelry, I was able to focus on a product line that I feel 
confident about, that I know how to sell, and that is extremely profitable.

2. I put money into savings.

One of the biggest lessons I learned in 2010 was that it’s really difficult to run a 
creative business if your personal finances are a mess.

Up until August of this year, I never had a true savings account. Instead, I was 
always living paycheck to paycheck. (Or paycheck to “I really hope my business 
makes some money this month.”) One financial setback (like gum surgery) was 
enough to stress me out, and set me back, for months.

But in August, I made a commitment to putting money into savings every month. 
And not just a little money. I decided to put all the money from one entire revenue 
stream from my business into savings every month.

By making this commitment, I don’t have to think about whether I should put 
money into savings or use it on something else. As soon as money comes in from 
that particular source, it goes straight into my savings account.

And by finally having a savings account, I’ve found I can breath much easier. Which 
has made running my business that much easier.
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3. I made a commitment to running THIS business.

Like many creative entrepreneurs, I often think I have business ADD. At times while 
running my business, I am struck by a serious case of doubt. I wonder, “Do I really 
want to do this the rest of my life?” “Am I really in the right business?”

And when that would happen, I’d start to get distracted. I’d take on other projects 
and commitments. And as a result, my core business would suffer.

There’s an episode of Friends where Chandler is concerned that Monica will 
leave!him because she’s just met her soul mate. When Chandler asks her about it, 
Monica replies that she doesn’t believe in soul mates. “I think you make a choice to 
be with someone, and you work at it,” she says. “Some days you work really hard 
at it.”

I believe this is also true when it comes to making a business work. Do I sometimes 
hear the siren call of other possible careers or businesses? Of course. But the 
difference this year is that now, I’ve made a commitment to my business. I’m in it 
for the long haul.

And when you make that kind of commitment, good things happen.
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WHICH CRAFT BUSINESS 
BOOK IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Yesterday on Design*Sponge, I shared my top 10 must read business books. !

I included Craft Inc. on that list, and while I consider it a fantastic resource, it’s not 
the only book on the market aimed at anyone running (or looking to start) a creative 
business. !While many of the books on the market provide valuable insight on 
running a craft business, each has a slightly different focus. !So I thought I’d do a 
little roundup here of three of my faves, to highlight which book might be right for 
you:

Craft, Inc.by Meg Mateo Ilasco

Read it if: you dream of being the next Amy Butler or Jonathan Adler.

Craft Inc. is still my favorite crafts-business book, but it’s also slanted towards the 
kind of business I run. !It focuses on designing for production, understanding the 
market, selling wholesale, and trade shows. !But it’s also full of useful information on 
the nuts and bolts of your business, developing your brand, pricing, and other sales 
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venues. !Pair it with the Craft Inc. Business Planner, and you’ve got a useful 
roadmap for building your business.

The Handmade Marketplace by Kari Chapin

Read it if: you want to run a small but successful business selling your work online 
and at craft fairs.

Kari Chapin’s newly released book is a must read if you want to grow your online 
business or find success at craft fairs. !Like Craft Inc, the Handmade Marketplace 
covers the basics of setting up your business, branding, and marketing. !But it goes 
much deeper into tapping into your creative community and the potential of online 
marketing. !And it goes even deeper into selling at craft fairs and online. !If you’re 
looking to build your business by selling directly to the customer through 
established handmade venues, this book is a good place to start.

I’d Rather Be in the Studio by Alyson B. Stanfield

Read it if: you dream of selling in galleries and cultivating collectors across the 
country.

If you’re more interested in one of a kind work than production models, then you 
should definitely check out I’d Rather Be in the Studio. !It doesn’t cover the nuts 
and bolts of running a business (you should check out another small biz guidebook 
for that) but it does teach you how to promote your work and increase your sales 
so you can spend the maximum amount of time focusing on creating your work.
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Each of these books is full of valuable information, and could prove useful 
depending on how your business changes. !But if you’ve got an idea of where you 
want to go, picking the book that most aligns with your goals will help get you there 
faster.
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“As makers, we have a seemingly infinite 

number of skills, techniques, and ideas at 

our disposal. !But as business people, it’s 

critical that we focus our attention on 

something a little narrower in order to make 

our products stand out.”

DESIGNED TO SELL
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DESIGNING STICKY 
PRODUCTS, PART 1

Whether or not you’re reading along with the CMBA book club, hopefully you saw 
last week’s post on making your business stick and are thinking of ways to apply 
these ideas to your business. !Its pretty easy to see how the process for making 
ideas sticky can apply to your marketing efforts, but what if you applied those same 
principles to product development? !What if you designed a product so sticky that it 
practically marketed itself?

Today I want to evaluate an existing product to see what makes it sticky. !Next 
week, in Part 2, we’ll look at how to use the principles of sticky ideas when you’re 
designing your own products.

For today’s post, I want to talk about one of the stickiest products around – the 
iPod. !Now, I know what your thinking, the iPod isn’t handmade. !And it certainly 
isn’t produced on a small scale. !True. !And yes, Apple had a huge advertising 
budget for the iPod. !But, you really can’t beat it as a model of stickiness. !So what 
makes the iPod so sticky?
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• Simple. !Think back to the days before iPhones, and iPod Touches, and 
video. !The iPod had one core focus – it was an MP3 player. !And not just any 
MP3 player – it was simple and easy to use. !In Made to Stick, the Heath 
brothers talk about “feature creep,” and this is one thing early iPod’s avoided. !
Later, once we understood the product, Apple could start adding other 
features. !But the original iPod was elegant in its simplicity.

• Unexpected. !The iPod wasn’t the first MP3 player on the market. !But it 
was simple, and sleek, and aimed at the general public, not just gadget 
geeks. !And that made it different and unexpected.

• Concrete. 5 MB. !1500 songs. !10 hours. !When they explained the iPod, 
Apple used specific language. !They didn’t just say, “the iPod holds music.” !
They gave you an understanding of just how much music it would hold. !They 
used language that people could visualize and understand. !When you say it 
holds 1500 songs, I instantly understand that it is better than toting CDs 
around.

• Credible. Ok, so this one is more about the source than the product. !
Everyone had heard of Apple. !They trusted Apple to put out a certain kind of 
product. !So even as you work on designing newer, stickier products, you 
should still be thinking about how to build trust with your customers (and 
potential customers). !If you’re building that network, through your blog, social 
media, personal interactions, or in any other way, when you launch that new 
product, your fans will be much more willing to embrace it.

• Emotional. Let’s face it, the iPod was designed to be cool. !So much of the 
iPod didn’t appeal to our rational logic. !(After all, those initial prices were 
anything but rational.) !Instead, it appealed to our emotional side. !The part of 
us that wanted to be trendy, cutting-edge, and cool.
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• Stories. The iPod was a story generator. !Think back to before you had an 
iPod. !Weren’t you always hearing about a friend of a friend who had one and 
loved it? !This should be your ultimate goal, a product so sticky that people 
start to tell their own stories about it. !Stories that hopefully you can harness 
to keep the momentum going.

Throughout the week, look at the products around you. !Are they sticky? !Pick a 
product and see how many of the stickiness criteria it meets. !You could do this for 
an object in your own home, or perhaps something you saw on Etsy that seems to 
be popular. !As you get better at identifying what makes other products sticky, you’ll 
soon be able to apply those principles to your own work.

Next week, we’ll talk about how to make existing products stickier, and how to 
design new products with stickiness in mind. !And as always, feel free to share your 
thoughts or experiences in the comments. !What products jump out at you as 
sticky?
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DESIGNING STICKY 
PRODUCTS, PART 2

In Part 1, we looked at the iPod, to see what makes it so sticky. !Sticky products 
are products that spread easily through the marketplace. !They are memorable and 
naturally seem to promote themselves.

Today, I want to break down the principles of stickiness further to help you make 
your own products stickier. !Use this framework when designing new products, or 
to evaluate current products to see how they can be more successful.

Simple. The first principle of stickiness is simple. !As we’ve talked about in previous 
posts, remember that simple really means “core.” !What is the core idea behind 
your product? !This should always be your starting point. !In the book, the authors 
use the example of “high-concept pitches” in Hollywood. !These movie pitches 
communicate the core idea of a movie in a few words, using concepts we are 
already familiar with. !”Speed was ‘Die Hard on a bus’.” !”Alien was ‘Jaws on a 
spaceship’.” !Try to distill your product idea down to a short, descriptive phrase. !
Perhaps you’re next product is going to be “a bike bag for urban fashionistas.” Or a 
“toddler-proof necklace.” !Or to borrow from the “high-concept pitches idea”, 
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perhaps you are going for “Tiffany’s on a budget.” !Each of these examples 
conjures up an immediate mental image. !”Toddler-proof necklace” might dictate 
certain materials, while “Tiffany’s on a budget” brings to mind a certain aesthetic.

Once you have a core concept for your product, all the other decisions you make 
should be in service to this idea. !This means that you may not actually be able to 
hit all of the other five principles of stickiness, but the idea is to get as many as 
possible that support your core concept. !The stronger and more descriptive your 
core concept, the easier it will be to make decisions as you’re designing your 
product.

Unexpected. Unexpected gives people a reason to talk about your product. !As 
you work through your core concept, think about if there are any ways you can shift 
slightly from the expected. !Can you use an unusual material? !Can you alter our 
notion of what that product is supposed to be? !Suppose your core concept is “a 
bike bag for urban fashionistas.” !What if you choose a colorful fabric? !This would 
make your product stand out in a sea of black. !Or perhaps the bag mounts to a 
different part of the bike then most other bags. !Or maybe the connection 
mechanism is so unique and simple to use that it stops people in their tracks.

The key to creating an unexpected product is research. !Once you have your core 
concept, look at what already exists on the market. !The 200th black bike bag 
probably isn’t going to stand out, and it certainly isn’t going to be sticky. !But the 
only pink one might. !By researching what’s already out there, you’ll have a much 
clearer idea of how to make your product unexpected.

Concrete. There are two areas of concreteness you can use to make your product 
stickier. !The first is the customer’s ability to determine what your product actually is, 
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and what it does. !If a customer doesn’t understand exactly what a product is, or 
how it is used, they will be less likely to buy it. !As you’re designing a new product, 
seek outside feedback. !Show your prototypes to a friend or family member and 
ask them what the product is. !Ask them to try to use the product. !A great way to 
get real-time feedback on whether or not your product is concrete is to do a craft 
show. !While everyone has stories about crazy craft-show comments, if most 
people are missing the mark on what your product is supposed to be, it could be 
time for a redesign.

The second area where you can make your products more concrete is in your 
product names. !This gives people a way to identify with and discuss your 
products. !Concrete product names aren’t necessarily descriptive. !”Light blue 
necklace” isn’t really a sticky product name for your toddler proof necklace. !
Choose a name that is memorable, and helps communicate your core concept. !
Instead, you might call it the “hurricane-proof necklace” !Or the “Lola necklace” 
after the toddler you’ve been testing it on. !Give customers a concrete name they 
can latch on to, so they feel connected to your products and want to share them 
with others.

Credible. As I mentioned in Part 1, credibility often comes from the relationship 
you’ve built with your audience. !This might be a relationship you’ve built through 
your blog and other social media, or one built through craft shows and other face-
to-face meetings. !Either way, building trust with your audience means they are 
more likely to respond when you launch a new products.

Credible products also relate to the body of work you’ve previously created. !You’re 
products will be much more credible if they have some resemblance to the previous 
items you’ve designed. !This doesn’t mean they have to be identical, but some kind 
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of relationship to previous products builds on the work you’ve already done in 
establishing your brand. !The first relationship might be in the type of object. !If 
you’re looking to make a stylistic break from your previous work, keeping similar 
types of objects will retain some credibility. !If you’ve always created really classical 
designs, but you’re looking to move into something more modern, sticking with 
necklaces (you’re previously established format) is going to be more credible than 
suddenly branching into modern furniture. !But lets say that you want to make the 
leap from jewelry to furniture. !In that case, retaining some stylistic elements from 
your previous body of work will help retain the credibility you’ve already established.

Emotional. Emotion is a very powerful sales tool. !If there is one principle that you 
should try to build into all your products, it’s emotion. !Emotion isn’t limited to base 
emotions like happiness or sadness. !Emotional products tap into the non-rational 
side of our brains. !The side that wants to be cool, or well-liked, or different. !
Someone who skillfully utilizes emotion in her products is Caitlin Phillips of Rebound 
Designs. !You only have to spend a few minutes in Caitlin’s booth at a craft show to 
realize her book purses draw on a very powerful emotion – nostalgia. !People have 
an instant, emotional tug with a particular book – perhaps it was something from 
their childhood, or a favorite story, and that emotional connection makes them more 
willing to buy.

When designing your products, think about what emotions you might tap into, and 
how you can further capitalize on those emotions. !If you’re designing your “toddler-
proof necklace,” what emotions might come into play? !Are you going to draw on a 
woman’s desire to be fashionable, even while hauling her kids to a play date? !Then 
you will want to incorporate the latest fashion trends into your design. !Or perhaps 
you want to play up the connection she feels to her children, and design a way to 
personalize the necklace with reminders of her children.
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Building emotion into your products isn’t about being gimmicky just for the sake of 
a sale. !Instead, it’s about appealing to the non-rational side of your customer’s 
brain.

Stories. So many of the ideas that get spread in our culture are spread through 
stories. !So, how do you make an object the center of a story? !First, you can tell 
stories about your products – how you design or make them. !And you can use the 
stories others share about your products. !But there are ways to build stories more 
clearly into your products.

In Made to Stick, the authors point out three key plots that most stories have in 
common. !These are “the Challenge plot – to overcome obstacles, the Connection 
plot – to get along or reconnect, and the Creativity plot – to inspire a new way of 
thinking.” !When designing your products, can you make them relate to one of 
these three plots? !Doing so will make it much easier to generate stories about your 
products. !A Challenge plot product overcomes an obstacle or solves a problem in 
someone’s life – for instance, that mothers with toddlers find it difficult to wear 
delicate necklaces. !Connection plot products may help us interact or connect with 
others, or in the case of Caitlin’s purses, help us reconnect with the past. !Creativity 
plot products help us see the world in new ways.

As you design, think about whether or not your products fit into one of the three key 
plots. !If not, what can you do to change that? !By understanding the types of 
stories inherent in your products, you can more clearly and easily communicate 
those to your customers.

As an exercise, take a look at one of your existing products. !Examine it for the 6 
principles of stickiness:
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• Is it simple? (Does it have a clear core concept?)
• Is it unexpected? (How does it differ from other products on the 

marketplace?)
• Is it concrete? (Do your customers understand it?)
• Is it credible? (Does it relate to your established brand?)
• Is it emotional? (Does it appeal to the non-rational part of the brain?)
• Does it tell a story? (Does it fit into one of the three key plots?)

As you consider each of these principles, think about how you could enhance them 
to make the product stickier. !Continue running through this list with existing 
products, and as you design new ones. !Over time, thinking about these elements 
should become second-nature, and hopefully, your products will become stickier.
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4 WAYS TO MAKE YOUR 
PRODUCTS MORE NICHE

I hear it at craft shows and trade shows all the time, “You’re so lucky you make X, 
because I make Y and so does everybody else.”

Regardless of whether you’re a jeweler, potter, or photographer, you probably feel 
the same way – like you’re in a very crowded product category.

The great thing about sites like Etsy is that the barrier to entry is so low that you can 
start a business really easily.! But the bad thing is that so can anyone else.

With each passing day, more and more people throw their hat in the ring when it 
comes to running a craft business.

And as your category gets more and more crowded, it can be a struggle to get your 
products to stand out.

But getting your products to stand out in the sea of jewelry, soap, photography, or 
screen printed t-shirts is essential if you want your business to be a success.
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So how do you stand out in a crowded product category?

By focusing your products on a niche.

Focusing on a niche means picking out a specialized corner of the market and 
diving in.! It means making products for one special person, instead of making 
average products for average people.

Diving into a niche can be scary.! It can mean alienating a lot of people.! But it can 
also mean endearing yourself to a small, but passionate group of fans.

Making your products more niche doesn’t mean you have to completely abandon 
everything you’ve designed.! Instead, you can make your products more niche by 
focusing on one of four areas – material, subject matter, aesthetic or style, and 
branding.

Niche by material

When you look at your product category, are you working with the same material as 
everyone else?! Is there a dominant material in your product category?

While I understand that some categories (like pottery) are more limited in their 
material options, for others, like jewelry, the sky’s the limit.

And picking one signature, and unusual, material can be a great way to build a 
niche for your products.
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Juliet Ames, who studied craft and jewelry in college, has a wide range of 
techniques in her repertoire.! But she’s built a business working with one unusual 
material – broken plates.

By embracing an unusual material, Juliet has created plenty of buzz and recognition 
for her jewelry.

Niche by subject matter

Can you sum up the subject matter of your designs in one sentence?! How about 
one word?

Or does your product line span a dictionary’s worth of topics?

A great way to create a niche product, regardless of the materials you work with, is 
to focus on one unique subject matter.

At the Etsy Success Symposium a few weeks ago, I was introduced to The Great 
Northern.! After struggling to sell embroidery on Etsy, the designers decided to only 
create pieces that pertain to the cult classic TV show Twin Peaks.

Now, they have a clear focus for their marketing efforts, and a group of loyal fans.

Niche by aesthetic or style

Is there a dominant aesthetic in your product category?! Does your work have a 
similar style to just about everything else on the market?

Another way to get your products to stand out is to find the dominant style in your 
niche, and do the opposite.
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A quick browse through the photography listings on Etsy reveals soft, vintage-y 
images.! It’s not surprising – the photographers who originated that style saw a lot 
of early success, leading to a wave of copycats.

But if I was a photographer looking to stand out, I would focus on dark, hard-edged 
images.

Niche by branding

Even if you love everything about your products, and don’t want to change, there’s 
still a way to carve out a niche for yourself through your branding.

On the surface, the I Believe in Myself bracelets from Pincurl Girls are just simple 
beaded bracelets.! But paired with fun characters and informational booklets, they 
become tools for empowering pre-teen girls.! It’s not the product, but the message 
behind it, that gives the brand a definitive niche.

Standing out in your product category doesn’t mean you have to niche your 
products in every way I’ve just described.! In fact, niche by all of them is probably 
overkill.

Instead, look at your current products and skill sets and ask yourself if there’s a way 
to dive deeper into a niche in one of these areas.

As makers, we have a seemingly infinite number of skills, techniques, and ideas at 
our disposal. !But as business people, it’s critical that we focus our attention on 
something a little narrower in order to make our products stand out.
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PRICING YOUR PRODUCTS 
FOR GROWTH

One of the themes that has come up this week is that accelerated growth requires 
money. !Whether it’s hiring a web designer, tackling a trade show, or simply buying 
materials for a new collection, everything has it’s cost. !So how do you finance 
growth? !Well, you could borrow money from friends and family, dip into your 
savings, or take out a line of credit from the bank. !While these are great options for 
a quick influx of cash, in the long run, your business needs to generate the revenue 
to support new initiatives. !You need to price your products for growth.

Hopefully you’re using a pricing formula that looks a little like this:

labor + materials + overhead + profit = wholesale price

wholesale price x 2 (at a minimum) = retail price

What I’ve found is that when most makers start pricing their products, they aren’t 
hitting all four of those areas that add up to wholesale price. !Perhaps you’re 
undercharging for your labor. !Or your price doesn’t reflect the true cost of overhead 
like rent and utilities. !And more often than not, by the time you add up labor + 
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materials + overhead, you forget to add that all important last element, profit. !So let 
me share one more equation:

profit = growth

When your price doesn’t include profit, your business can’t expand. !Even if you 
use one of those methods I mentioned previously to finance growth, at some point 
you’ll need to pay that money back. !And if you aren’t making a profit, how can 
you?

Profit is different then the hourly rate you pay yourself. !Your hourly rate is what 
funnels into your personal account to help you pay for things like food and your 
mortgage. !But profit is money that gets invested directly back into the business.

If you’ve got another source of income, it’s tempting to not charge enough for labor 
and profits right now, because you can invest all the money you make back into the 
business. !But if you ever want to make a full time living from your products, this 
strategy won’t work. !You need to be able to pay yourself and invest money back in 
the business.

As you look at the growth of your business, it’s important to do a thorough and 
truthful analysis of your finances. !The profit margins in your pricing structure should 
reflect the amount of profit you need to make to continue to grow your business. !
Do the math – if your materials costs and overhead are $20,000 a year, you want to 
make a salary of $25,000, and you want a profit of $15,000, how many products 
must you sell at your current price to meet those goals?
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It’s important to look at your pricing structure, continually reevaluate your finances, 
and figure out if the prices you’re charging and the money you’re bringing in are 
truly enough to support the ways you’d like your company to grow.
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GETTING THE MOST OUT OF 
A NEW PRODUCT LAUNCH

On Tuesday, I talked about the idea of making a product launch into an event. !In 
the comments, Valerie asked how to really maximize a new product launch, and I 
thought it was such a great question, it deserved a whole new post!

The success of a new product launch is really about the time you’ve spent before 
the launch building relationships and collecting fans. !Here are some suggestions 
you can implement now to make your next product launch a success:

• Develop your 4 mailing lists – If you aren’t well on the way to developing 
your mailing lists, now is the time to start. !Having an opt-in email list gives 
you a group of fans who want to know about new product launches. !And 
having your press contacts organized ahead of time will cut down on work 
come launch day.

• Build buzz. Let people know that new products are coming soon. !Little 
teasers on your blog, Facebook, Twitter, and in your email newsletter (even if 
the launch is still months out) can let people know they’ve got something to 
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look forward to. !(This can be as simple as posting “working on designs for 
the new collection today!”)

• Set a date. As you get closer to the big day, pick an actual date to launch 
your products – and share it. !Not only does it give you the motivation for that 
last little push, but it really gives your fans a day to look forward to. !(Keep in 
mind that this date shouldn’t be the day after you finish making the products 
– give yourself the time to take photos, write web copy, create press releases 
and all the other stuff that’s equally important to a successful launch.)

• Tie the launch to a show or event. It’s great to launch a collection online, 
but you can double your impact if you also coordinate the date with an 
upcoming trade show, retail show, studio tour, or other event.

• Give your collection a sticky name. Don’t just talk about “your new 
collection.” !Give the new line a concrete, emotional name that people can 
get excited about.

• Reward your biggest fans. Think of ways to let your biggest fans be the 
first ones in on a launch. !Maybe it’s a special mailing list where you send the 
very first pics of your new collection. !If you’ve got a lot of local fans, consider 
having a special preview launch party at your studio or other venue where 
they can be the first to see (and shop) your new collection.

• Get the press release ready. I recently heard some fantastic advice to write 
a press release at the beginning as if the project was already done. !Writing 
your press release early means you’ve got time to refine your pitch before 
launch day.

By putting in the time for relationship building before you’ve released the collection, 
you can have a bigger impact on launch day. !Once the collection is live, make sure 
you:
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• Email your mailing list.
• Write a spectacular blog post.
• Post links on Facebook and Twitter.
• Email the press (One at a time please, no bulk emails. !And be sure to send a 

thank you if you get featured.)

Making your product launch into a big event takes time, and it’s certainly not 
something you’ll want to do every week. !(In fact, it’s really hard to generate this 
kind of fanfare by introducing new products on a weekly, or even monthly basis.) !
But if you can work your schedule to do a major collection launch two or three 
times a year, you should see maximum impact. !That is, if you’ve taken the time to 
build relationships and fans up front.
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“It’s time to acknowledge that not only are we 

in business to make profit, but we are 

entitled to do so.”

THE PURSUIT OF PROFIT
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CREATING A CULTURE OF 
PROFIT

A while back, I ran a survey for CMBA readers about which business!topics they 
were most interested in learning about, and marketing was!at the top. That’s not 
really surprising. !It’s easy to view marketing as the magic bullet to running!a 
successful business. !But I don’t think lack of!marketing prowess is what’s keeping 
most craft businesses from making!money.

The problem isn’t marketing, it’s mindset.

I think there is this prevailing mindset in the crafts community that!it’s not ok to want 
to make a lot of money. I don’t know if it’s the!starving artist myth, the idea that we 
shouldn’t get paid well to!pursue things we love, or that the creative community 
tends to attract!political liberals (myself included) who view the unchecked pursuit 
of!profits as the root cause for much of the world’s suffering.

But I’m not talking about completely unchecked profits. Quite the opposite. !I’m 
talking!about crafts businesses that are struggling to make the kind of profit!that 
could provide a basic living for the owners and their families.!The kind of profit that 
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allows you to get out of debt and live a life of abundance. !The kind of profit that 
allows us to have a political presence and become a viable, visible alternative to big 
box retailers and mass-produced junk.

The crafts community has so many positive attributes, but embracing the 
importance of profit isn’t one of them. !I want that to change. !I want us to talk 
about money. !I want us to feel good pursuing growth and profits. !I want us to look 
at profit as the logical result of running a business.

I want to create a culture of profit within the crafts community.

In his book The 1% Windfall, Rafi Mohammed outlines the two basic principles 
that!form the foundation of a culture of profit:

1. Be confident about the value your product provides.

2. Embrace the idea that it is ok to make a profit.

In order for each of us to make our businesses (and the greater community) into a 
culture of profit, we need to get comfortable talking about unique value our 
products provide. !We have to articulate what makes our products unique and 
valuable to the customer. !As Mohammed says in The 1% Windfall, we have to gain 
the ability to say, “Here’s why we are so proud of our product and why customers 
should buy it over the competition.” !And we have to say it out loud, over and over 
again. !(And this goes for both your individual products and the greater craft/design/
indie community in general.)

We have to get over the idea that talking about our products like this makes us 
boastful, or a pushy sales person. !Instead, you need to view this as providing a 
service for the customer. !Your job is to help your customers understand why your 
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product is the right choice for them. !You need to help them see what differentiates 
your product from all the other alternatives. !If you can’t stand up and articulate 
what makes your product great, how can you expect anyone else to?

(Two side points about this:

1. Words and actions are both important here. !I’ve said before that use is one 
of the best forms of marketing, and I think wearing and using your products is 
an important step. !But so is being able to clearly articulate, again and again, 
why your product provides the most benefits for your customers.

2. If you can’t naturally talk about why you are proud of your products and what 
value they provide, then you need to practice. !A lot. !Make a list of the 
benefits your product or business provides. !Then practice saying it. !Practice 
in front of a mirror. !Practice in front of friends and family. !Practice in front of a 
video camera. !(And when you get really comfortable, post that video online.) !
Practice until you are comfortable saying to a stranger at a party, “This is what 
I make, and this is why I’m proud of it.”)

And perhaps even more importantly, we need to get over the (completely limiting) 
idea that pursuing profit is bad. !Mohammed writes, “Companies are in business to 
make profits and are entitled to do so.” !Let me repeat that.

Companies are in business to make profits and are entitled to do so.

For some reason, the crafts community seems to have this taboo around talking 
about money and profits. !If you open the pages of any business-related magazine 
or newspaper, you see it filled with numbers. !Businesses don’t seem to be shy 
about sharing their quarterly earnings or latest round of venture capital funding. !(To 
be fair, this is public knowledge of publicly traded companies, but there are many 
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privately held companies featured in these publications that also share these stats.) !
Yet this doesn’t seem to trickle into craft-based companies.

There are many factors that contribute to this, but I think I major one is this 
unspoken rule that crafters aren’t supposed to make a lot of money. !Why is this? !
Are you a business or not? Because if you are a business, then it is your JOB to 
make a profit.

But for some reason we don’t talk about this. !We talk about all the other reasons to 
run a craft-based business – to create high quality products, !because we are 
passionate about a technique or product, or because we want to bring beauty into 
the world. !But it’s hard to get us to say that we want to make money. !Some would 
argue that you don’t start a crafts business to make money, but I think that’s a 
ridiculous stereotype. !Yes, perhaps it’s not the easiest route to riches, but that 
doesn’t make it impossible.

And changing that stereotype starts with us. !It’s time to acknowledge that not only 
are we in business to make profit, but we are entitled to do so. !We need to stop 
viewing ourselves as starving artists, and start owning the idea that we can and will 
make money. !We need to start pricing our products for profit (not break-even.) We 
need to take a hard look at the numbers to know where and when we’re making 
money.

We need to embrace a culture of profit.

I understand that for many people, embracing the idea that it is ok to want to make 
a profit is going to take some time. !It’s going to take a fundamental shift in the way 
many of us think about and relate to money. !But that’s ok. !I’m in it for the long 
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haul. !I’m making it my mission to create a culture of profit within the crafts 
community.

And to kick-start that mission, I’m declaring this week Profit Week here on CMBA. !
I’ll be spending the rest of the week talking about different ways to embrace the 
idea of profit, and how to start working that idea into the core of your business.

I want all of us to run incredibly successful craft businesses, and the more we talk 
about, and acknowledge the importance of, profit, the closer we get to that goal.
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WHAT IS PROFIT?

Since we’re talking about profit on CMBA this week, I want to make sure we’re all 
on the same page when it comes to understanding what profit actually is.

First off, sales are not the same thing as profit. !When you look at the amount of 
revenue your business has taken in, this is your gross sales. !In simplest terms, 
profit is what is left over after you subtract all your business expenses from your 
gross sales.

profit = sales – expenses

Now, if your business has employees that you pay, whether by hourly wage or 
salary, the cost of paying them counts as an expense of the business. !But as a 
sole proprietor (or sole owner of an LLC), your salary does not count as a business 
expense. !You are free to take money from your business at any time to spend on 
personal expenditures.

Which means that in your business, profit plays two roles:

1. Money to expand the business.

2. Money for you to live off of.
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One of the crucial steps in developing a culture of profit is to switch from a focus on 
number and amount of sales to a focus on profit, not sales. !As you develop your 
financial goals, start thinking in terms of profit. !Ask yourself, how much profit do I 
need to make each moth to have a comfortable living? !And, how much profit do I 
need to take the next step in my business?
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MORE PROFIT = MORE TO 
GIVE

For the record, I think there is nothing wrong with wanting to build a profitable 
business to create a comfortable living for yourself and your family. !(Provided that 
you are doing this in an ethically and socially responsible manner.) !But I also know 
that is is an area of thinking where many of us struggle. !If the idea of making more 
money for yourself is hard, why not consider it from this perspective:

The more money you make, the more generous you can be.

There has been a lot of talk around the creative community about creative tithing, 
and a few of you even brought it up in the comments of yesterday’s post. ! This is 
the idea that you would take 10% of your income and spend it on products from 
craft and indie businesses. !I love the idea that we all need to support each other, 
and I think for many, the idea of being able to support other indie businesses is one 
way to put the pursuit of profit into perspective. !And of course, it doesn’t have to 
stop with indie businesses. !There are plenty of charities and social causes that you 
could also earmark some of your profit for.
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To give you a few examples:

Let’s say that your business makes $20,000 in one year. !(And I’m not talking about 
gross sales here. !I’m talking about pure profit.) !So if you make $20k a year, and 
you’re trying to spend 10% on indie business, or donating to charity, or anything 
else that makes you feel good, you’ll be spending (or giving away) $2,000. !But 
when you only make $20k, giving away $2,000 can seem difficult. !It leaves you 
only $18,000 to live off of and put into savings. !And when you’re walking such a 
fine line, it’s easy to sometimes spend that $2,000 on other, more pressing bills. !
(Like emergency root canals.)

Now what if we doubled the amount of profit to $40,000 a year? !Giving away (or 
spending) 10% leaves you with $36,000 to pay your bills and support your family. !
That feels a little more comfortable AND you have more money to spend on the 
businesses and causes that are important to you.

But what if we multiplied that original number times 10? !What if you made 
$200,000 a year? !That 10% (or $20,000) would still leave you a very comfortable 
$180,000 to live off of. !In fact, you could give away a much larger percentage of 
your income, and still live very comfortably. !Think about the other indie businesses, 
charities, or anything else that would also benefit from the increased profitability of 
your business.

I realize that a lot of you are looking at that last example and thinking, “But Megan, I 
could never make $200,000 with my crafts business.” !To which I say, “Why not?” !
Part of creating a culture of profit in the crafts community is confidently expressing 
your desire to make a significant profit. !I know I would love to make $200,000. !I’m 
not there yet, but I’m letting myself get comfortable with expressing the idea that I 
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will get there. !And when I do, I can’t wait to spend a significant amount of money 
supporting the indie businesses and social causes that I’m passionate about.

So the next time you feel uncomfortable about about your desire to make money, 
make a list of al the worthwhile things you could spend that money on:

• Other indie businesses
• Your children’s education
• Charities and social causes
• Anything else that’s important to you

Make a list, a collage, or some other visual reminder and hang it somewhere 
prominent in your office or studio. !Use this list as your inspiration to pursue greater 
profits for your business. !When you think about making profits, don’t just think 
about making profits for you and your company. !Picture the people, businesses, or 
causes on your list as other partners in your business. !Now go out and embrace 
the idea of making a profit for yourself and all your business “partners.”
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WHY YOU SHOULDN’T PAY 
YOURSELF (AND OTHER 
MYTHS ABOUT PROFIT)

Part of creating a culture of profit means letting go of some of the myths we’ve 
been carrying around about our businesses and when and how they should make 
money. !Today I want to look at 5 profit theories I often hear, and why they aren’t 
(usually) true.

Myth #1: You shouldn’t take any money out of the business for yourself.

When we’re in the early stages of running our businesses, especially when we’re 
running our business along with another job, we tend to think that we have to put 
all of our money back into the business and never pay ourselves. !But you work 
hard running your business? !Shouldn’t you see something in return?

This is totally something I struggle with. !In 2008, my business was nice and 
profitable. !Sure, there were months when things were tight. !But there were also 
months where I paid the majority of our household bills with the profits from my 
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business. !I had even set up my business bank account to auto-transfer money into 
my personal bank account so that I was paying myself a regular, monthly salary. !
Then, in 2009, things went a little downhill. !My business wasn’t making money, so I 
relied on my part-time teaching job (and my husband) to pay the personal bills so I 
could keep all the money in the business. !Even though my business is profitable 
again, I’m still struggling with the guilt of taking money out of my business for 
myself.

But I think it’s important that we treat ourselves well as business owners. !If you 
always work long hours for your business, but never take any money for yourself, it 
can get extremely discouraging. !(I was happy to hear this same sentiment 
expressed in yesterday’s Biz Ladies post on Design*Sponge, where Amy Rutherford 
shared that one of her 10 mistakes as a business owner was not paying herself a 
salary as the owner.)

Even if you can’t afford to draw a large income from your business at first, I think it’s 
still important to pay yourself a little something each month. !Even if it’s just a little 
bit at first to treat yourself (or shop indie), giving yourself some positive 
reinforcement in the form of the paycheck can go a great way towards boosting 
employee morale. !(After all, shouldn’t we treat ourselves like the fantastic 
employees that we are?)

Myth #2: Businesses aren’t supposed to profitable for the first (insert # 
here) years.

It is true that many businesses don’t make a profit in the early years. !(But there are 
many that do.) !The reason for this is that businesses have start-up costs. !These 
are typically one-time expenses that you’ll only pay as you’re starting your 
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businesses. !Expenses like registering your company as an LLC, filing for a 
trademark, or buying major equipment for your studio, like a kiln, would all fall under 
the category of start-up costs.

If you weren’t profitable in your first year (or years), what you need to find out is if 
this lack of profit is the result of your start-up costs, or if they reveal a deeper issue. !
(For example, not charging enough for your products, or over-purchasing and 
carrying too much inventory.) !If your business hasn’t made a profit yet (or only 
made a small profit), take some time to work back through your expenses. !Pull out 
all those one-time start up costs and see what kind of profit you’d make without 
them there. !If you aren’t spending money on start-up costs (or funding a major 
business expansion) it’s time to stop telling yourself it’s ok for your business not to 
make money, and figure out the real reasons your business isn’t profitable.

Myth #3: Profit is the only measure of success.

Profit is important, true. !But you also need to be mindful of cash flow. !There are 
lots of business that were profitable on paper that closed simply because they ran 
out of money to run the business. !(Of course, Cash Flow Week doesn’t have the 
same ring to it as Profit Week.)

But this doesn’t mean that you can ignore keeping track of your financials and just 
look at the number in the bank. !Instead, you need to become comfortable with 
anticipating when money moves in and out of your businesses to ensure you 
always have working capital. !This could mean planning to spend more money in 
the fall stocking up on product for holiday shows knowing that you won’t see a 
return on that cash for a few moths. !Or figuring out how to pay for all the materials 
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to pay a big wholesale order that you’ve offered Net 30 terms to. !Planning for profit 
and planning for cash flow need to go hand in hand.

Myth #4: You should lower your prices to get more sales to make more 
profit.

If I had to pick my biggest pet peeve in the crafting community, it would be the 
belief that the fastest route to growing your business is by lowering your prices to 
get more sales. !Repeat after me: “More sales do not equal more profits.” You can 
have all the sales in the world, but if the price of your products isn’t high enough to 
cover the costs of making the product and running your business, you will never 
make a profit.

So, STOP. !Just stop blindly lowering your prices. !Stop lowering your prices 
without knowing the full costs of making them (and running your business.) And 
stop worrying about the number of sales other sellers have on Etsy. !In order for us 
to embrace a culture of profit, we need to stop focusing on number of sales and 
focus on overall profit.

Myth #5: You should raise your prices to make more profit.

Ok, so then why isn’t this one true either? !Well, for every product, there’s a sweet 
spot – an ideal price where the trade-off between profit on the product and quantity 
sold results in maximum profit for your business. !For some of your products, this 
sweet spot may mean raising the price. !For others, it could mean lowering the 
price. !So how do you figure this out?

First, you need to understand how much a product costs you to make. !From there, 
it’s all about testing, testing, testing. !Experiment with raising and lowering prices to 
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see how that affects your sales. !The best price is the one where multiplying total 
sales by profit per piece yields the maximum profit for your business.

And what if your best selling price is one where you make little or no profit? !Then 
it’s time to figure out how to reduce your costs to maximize you profits.

While it’s not always obvious at first glance whether raising or lowering your prices 
will have the biggest impact on your profit, there is one truth in all these myths – 
pricing your products correctly can have a huge impact on how profitable your 
business is.
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STRATEGIC SPENDING TO 
BOOST YOUR PROFITS (OR, 
YOU GOTTA SPEND MONEY 
TO MAKE MONEY)

Seth Godin talked about it. !(Someone must have told him it was Profit Week.) !
Meredith mentioned it in the comments yesterday. !You hear people say it all the 
time:

You gotta spend money to make money.

And while this is true, it’s actually much more complicated than that. !It’s not just 
about spending money. !It’s about understanding when and where to spend money 
to boost your profits. !When it comes to making a profit for your business, it’s not 
so much about about mindful spending, but about strategic spending.
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Those of you who are trying to make a profit by not spending on the business, 
listen up! !Part of embracing a culture of profit is understanding that sometimes you 
have to make an investment in your business.

When money is tight, it can be tough to know where to spend money and where to 
scrimp, so I’ve put together some guidelines for strategic spending to boost your 
profits:

Rule #1: Get help for the things you don’t have to do yourself.

Time is money. !Yet for some reason, we have a hard time spending money when it 
could save us a lot of time. !(And more time was the number one response when I 
asked what do you need to grow your business.) !But if you take just one thing from 
this post, let it be this:

The fastest way to grow your business is to stop doing all the things that someone 
else could do as well as your better than you.

And the way to do this is to spend money to hire good people.

I’m actually making this my mantra for the rest of the year. !I’m looking for all the 
opportunities to hire someone to do the things I don’t have to do so that I have 
more time to focus on doing the things I do best. !Even though I have a basic 
understanding of HTML and CSS, I let Tara handle the redesign on Crafting an 
MBA. !And I’m going to have her redesign my jewelry business site too. !(She just 
doesn’t know it yet.)

And you’d be surprised at all the things you think only I can do this, when it fact 
there’s probably someone out there that can do it equally well. !I make most of my 
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jewelry by welding. !And for a long time I thought, “I’ve spent years developing this 
skill, I can never have anyone else work on my products, no one can weld as well 
as I can.” !And while it’s true that most people (even most trained jewelers) can’t 
weld as well as I can, turns out there are some people who can. !One just happens 
to be one of my students, so I hire her to do piecework for me. !(With the eventual 
goal of being able to bring her on as a more permanent fixture of Team Megan 
Auman.) !And I’m looking into hiring a Virtual Assistant to handle some of the parts 
of my business I don’t do well and don’t enjoy. !(Like managing an email marketing 
campaign for megan auman and cozy/cuff.)

And hiring someone doesn’t have to be a huge investment. !Virtual Assistants and 
independent contractors can enable you to bring in help on a per project basis or 
for a few hours a week as needed. !Giving yourself permission to outsource aspects 
of your business can free you up to focus on doing what you do best – being the 
creative visionary that drives your business. !And that is money well spent.

Rule #2: Don’t spend money accumulating more supplies and materials.

My dad owns his own machine shop, so I practically grew up understanding the 
principles of lean manufacturing. !But it’s something that we don’t talk about much 
in the crafts community. !Likely because most crafters don’t view themselves as 
manufacturers. !(Even though, as a friend of mine likes to say, “Manufacturing is just 
a fancy word for making.”) !Lean manufacturing is the idea that you keep supplies 
and inventory to a minimum, ordering and producing in such a way that you never 
have much excess material or inventory on hand.

And boy, does this go against the nature of most crafters. !We love the thrill of the 
hunt. !Finding that perfect material that we just might use someday. !Plenty of 
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makers who wouldn’t dream of spending money to hire a web designer or PR 
agent will trot out the “gotta spend money to make money” statement to justify 
buying more supplies or materials. !There’s a reason the biggest sellers on Etsy are 
the supply people.

But the accumulation of more and more materials is probably one of the biggest 
killers of your bottom line. !Those piles of supplies and boxes of inventory are really 
just money that you can’t use to propel the rest of your business forward. !If you 
feel the need to spend money on materials, focus that money on buying quality or 
unique materials that set your products apart. !But that money spent on just buying 
more? !That could be put to better use on a fantastic website, a new marketing 
campaign, or a professional looking wholesale catalog.

Rule #3: !Focus on your primary revenue stream. !(And be consistent.)

I am a huge fan of pursuing multiple revenue streams. !But pursuing multiple 
revenue streams doesn’t mean each area has to bring in the same amount of 
money for your business. !And it definitely does not mean you have to spend evenly 
across each revenue stream. If you’ve got a limited budget, you’ll get the most 
bang for your buck by focusing that money on one primary area of your business.

If you’re primary focus is online sales, invest your money in a kick-ass website, a 
consistent brand identity, high quality photography, a brilliant copywriter, and a 
marketing or SEO expert to help you drive traffic. !If you love craft shows, invest 
your dollars in marketing and advertising in the areas where !you participate in 
shows. !If wholesale is your primary goal, don’t be afraid to invest in attending that 
big trade show or producing a high-caliber catalog.
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Pick one revenue stream that you really want to see take off, and decide where you 
can spend money to drive traffic and sales. !Then give yourself a few months of 
focus (and cash) on that one revenue stream. !Stay the course, because most 
results aren’t instant. !If you keep jumping from one area to another, you’ll never 
build momentum.

And even though you’re focusing on one revenue stream, at some point you can 
usually roll out the efforts from that spending to your other revenue streams. !A 
consistent brand identity can carry over from your online store to your craft show 
booth. !And a fantastic website and savvy PR agent will attract not only retail 
customers, but potential wholesale accounts as well.

The key to creating profit in your business is understanding when to drive growth, 
and when to save to keep cash in the bank. !But to truly embrace the culture of 
profit, you have to become comfortable with the fact that sometimes you must 
spend money in order for your business to grow.

How strategic are you with your business spending? !Where do you scrimp and 
where do you spend?
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HOW TO FIND $500 TO SPEND 
ON YOUR BUSINESS

We could all use some extra cash to fund our businesses, and from the responses 
I’ve gotten to this week’s posts, it’s clear that there are plenty of you who could 
really use an extra 500 bucks.

So I’ve compiled a list of some of the ways you could “find” $500 for your business. !
Some of these could net you $500 extra dollars quickly, while others may take a 
few months or longer. !None of them are as easy as finding $500 on the sidewalk or 
winning the lottery, but if you’re really committed to funding your business, putting 
one or more of these suggestions into action can have a big impact.

Cut the cable bill. !TV can be both a huge time suck and huge money suck. !If 
you talk to many successful entrepreneurs, they’ll tell you time and time again that 
they don’t watch TV. !Which means cutting your cable bill can free up both time 
AND money to spend on your business. !If you absolutely need TV in the 
background, or can’t miss certain shows, you can swap out your cable for Netflix 
and watch Hulu for more current shows. !Once you’ve cut the cable bill, look 
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around for other bills that might be slashed. !Gym membership you aren’t using? !
Take all that money and funnel it directly into the business.

Keep the change. At the end of the day, drop all your extra change into a 
container earmarked specifically for your business. !Don’t use cash anymore? !Sign 
up for a debit or credit card that funnels money (anywhere from a few cents to a 
dollar) into a savings account every time you make a purchase, and use that money 
for your business. !Or, put yourself on a cash diet and drop the leftovers into your 
business fund every week.

Teach a class or workshop. !Using your skills to teach others can be a great way 
to bring in extra cash for your business. (Not to mention provide a long term 
additional revenue stream for your business.) !Start by checking with local craft 
guilds and community centers to see if they need workshop instructors. !Or you 
could even consider teaching classes right out of your home or studio.

Add a service or custom component to your business. !Running a business 
designing, making, and selling products often requires a lot of capitol. !But parlaying 
your existing skills into a service component of your business can be a great way to 
bring in extra cash without a lot of extra cost. !Designers and illustrators should 
consider freelance work, and others may want to focus on doing custom designed 
pieces.

Ask your friends and family (for cash). !Sometimes what you really just need is a 
loan, and before you start begging banks, you might want to make the rounds with 
your family and friends. !Just make sure you draw up an agreement that includes 
terms and a payback schedule so that you can avoid feeling too guilty when you 
see Uncle Artie at Thanksgiving dinner.
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Ask your friends and family (for gifts). Let you family and friends know that the 
best gift they can give you this year is an investment in your business. !I mean, do 
you really need another sweater? !You can ask them for cash to fund the business, 
or give them a list of the tools, materials, and supplies that you’re in need of most. !
(This is also a great tactic if you’re still in school and working in a communal studio. !
Every Christmas during college, I asked for an assortment of tools – including a 
torch – so that by the time I graduated I had a studio of my own ready to set up.)

Kickstart it. Got a project you’re particularly interested in getting funded? !
Kickstarter is a website that allows you to post a project and then have members of 
the community make donations. !Donors only pay if the project gets 100% of its 
requested funding, so use it to fund a really great project that you can get lots of 
people excited about.

Put it on a credit card. While I don’t recommend using your credit card to finance 
thousands of dollars (there are smarter solutions with better interest rates), if you 
just need a boost and know you can pay it back in a few months, a credit card can 
be a viable option. !Apply for a credit card just for your business, and request a 
really low credit limit. !(Such as $1,000.) !Then keep the card on hand for situations 
where cash flow is a little tight, like in the few weeks leading up to a big craft show 
where you’ll be spending a lot of inventory, marketing, and display, but are likely to 
make that money back. !Bonus: !Pick a card with a good rewards program and use 
it rack up miles for that trade show in Vegas next year.
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“Just like many other things in business, 

selling is not a skill possessed by the lucky 

few, but something that can be learned, 

practiced, and cultivated..”

SELLING YOUR PASSION
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WHY I DON’T DO CRAFT 
SHOWS (BUT WHY YOU 
MIGHT WANT TO)

Quick poll: raise your hand if you’re doing (or have done) a craft show, farmers 
market, or other retail sale in 2010.

Since you can’t see me, I’ll let you in on a little secret. !I didn’t raise my hand. !2010 
marks the first year since I’ve started running my business that I won’t be doing a 
single craft show.

In 2007 and 2008, I did a pretty full season of craft shows. But the end of that year, 
I’d had enough.!!I only did one craft show in 2009, and I won’t be doing any in 
2010.

Since this could be viewed as a pretty strange decision for a crafter, I thought I’d 
share why I no longer do shows.!!But (because I can hear the dissenters in the 
comments now) I’ll follow that up with why I think it’s important to do shows. 
(Especially if you’re in the early stages of your business.)
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Why I gave up shows:

Reason #1: I started my own business to have control of my life.

When I first started doing shows, I built the bulk of my business around that 
revenue stream.!!Which meant every other weekend, I was loading the car and 
heading to a show. !It didn’t take me long to realize that wasn’t really the life I 
wanted. !As much as I love traveling to exotic locations like Cleveland Heights, I 
really wanted to be out home with my husband and our dog. !I didn’t like working 
my butt off all week, just to sit in a tent all weekend. !(Don’t get me wrong, I still 
work those kinds of hours. !Now I just get to spend them all in the comfort of my 
office.) !I got tired of sitting out in the wind or rain waiting for the few customers 
willing to brave the elements.

Not that there aren’t fun parts to doing a show. !(And some people thrive in the 
show environment.) !But I knew it wasn’t the life I wanted, so I started thinking 
about how to build my business differently.

Reason #2: I saw more revenue potential in other income streams.

2008, my last full year of shows, was also my first full year doing wholesale. !And 
my wholesale business brought in 4 times more revenue in that year than my retail 
shows did. !That made the decision a no brainer.

Reason #3: Most of the shows really just weren’t a good fit for my work.

When it came down to, a lot of the shows I was doing really weren’t a great fit for 
my work. !My price point was always at the high end. !My aesthetic doesn’t really 
gel with my local markets. !(Meaning I had to travel a lot further to find shows that 
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fit.) !Even at shows where I was selling a lot, I would still get frustrated by the 
comments about price or people just not getting it.

When I first started my business, I thought I would use retail craft shows as the 
mainstay of my business for many years. !But once the initial sparkle wore off, I 
realized that I wanted to build my business differently. !But I only made this decision 
AFTER consistently exhibiting at shows. !And I didn’t swear them off completely 
after one or two bad shows. !(Quite the opposite – the last two shows I did were 
actually pretty good.)

Which is why if you’ve never done a craft show (or farmer’s market, or some other 
retail venue where you do the selling) I would highly recommend that you commit to 
a few.

A few reasons you might want to do a show:

1. Brand building. !There is nothing that contributed to the early growth of my 
business as much as my participation in craft shows. !Yes, I was on Etsy. !
And yes, I had a blog. !But the Internet is a great big place, and it requires a 
lot of marketing to get yourself and your products out there. !And doing craft 
shows was a great form of marketing. !It allowed me to build a fan base – 
many of whom later purchased from my Etsy shop.

2. Market research. !There’s nothing like seeing people interact with your 
products in real life to get a better idea of what is and isn’t working. !Craft 
shows allow you to see what types of people do and don’t buy your product. !
(Helping you refine you target market.) !They let you see which products are 
your best sellers. !(Something that wholesale buyers always want to know.) !
And they let you see if people perceive your products in the same way you 
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do. !(Nothing like watching people be confused about how to work your 
product to help you refine your display and marketing copy. !Or the product 
itself.)

3. Quick cash. !And sometimes, you just can’t beat the feel of walking away 
from a show with a pocket full of cash. !(Or a stack of credit card slips.) !
When money is tight, it can often really help to have a few shows lined up to 
help you bring in some cash. !Doing a craft show can also be a great way to 
help you offload some excess inventory.

So if you’ve never done a craft show, I’d recommend trying a few, because they 
can be a great way to build the business.!!But if, like me, you don’t really like craft 
shows, but are there because you think you should, I’d urge you to reconsider.!!It is 
possible to build a craft business without them.
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WAS IT YOU OR THE SHOW?

On Monday, I talked about pushing the flywheel and the importance of consistency. !
When it comes to shows, I think you need to commit to doing a show several times 
in order to see the results.

But I understand that doing a show (especially a trade show) is a big financial 
commitment. !And in the comments, someone asked “how many chances should 
you give a show before pulling the plug?”

The short answer is, I think 3 shows is a good commitment.

Often times, stores will want to see you several times before they’re willing to 
commit some shelf space to your products. !(They don’t want to make room for you 
in the store if you won’t be around for the long haul.)

But the more complicated answer is that sometimes you do need to bail after the 
first show. !But in order to figure that out, you need to ask yourself, “was it me or 
the show?”

And you need to be realistic about this. !It’s easy to blame the show, when your 
lack of success may have more to do with your own lack of pre-show marketing, 
less than stellar booth design, or some other factor that is in your control.
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So here are some questions to ask yourself when evaluating whether or not to give 
a show a second (or third) chance:

• Was your product a good fit for the show? Was the aesthetic a good fit? !
Were the other products in a similar price range? Ideally, this is something you 
want to figure out before applying to a show in the first place. !But 
sometimes, that doesn’t happen. !If you’re work just isn’t a good fit for the 
show, then no amount of sticking it out is going to make that show successful 
for you. !Instead, look for a show that’s a better fit.

• Was there traffic? Did other vendors write orders? !Was there traffic in other 
areas of the show (just not by your booth)? You don’t want to waste your time 
on a show that isn’t bringing in the buyers. !But a bad location or lack of pre-
show marketing may be just as much to blame for your lack of traffic. !So 
when you evaluate traffic, try to figure out if other vendors were writing orders, 
or if certain areas of the show did see more traffic. !If that’s the case, work on 
improving your marketing and booth design, or ask for a new location at the 
next show. !If traffic was low all around, you should think about picking a 
better show.

• Did you do enough (or any) pre-show marketing? Just showing up is not 
a solid strategy for a successful show. !Slow sales may just be a result of your 
lack of marketing. !I understand that it can be hard to get marketing out the 
door when you’re struggling with prep for your first show. !But try beefing up 
marketing efforts for you next show before you just disregard the show 
entirely?

• Is there some post show follow up you can do? Ok, so maybe you didn’t 
walk out of a show with a lot of orders. !But did you get some good leads? !
Was there interest in your products? !Sometimes, all it takes to go from not 
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breaking even to having a profitable show is following up to get post show 
orders.

• Did the show offer other benefits? So maybe you didn’t write all the 
orders you wanted. !But perhaps the show resulted in some killer press that 
helped boost your retail e-commerce sales.

Make decisions objectively, not based on emotions.

As you’re evaluating these criteria, it’s important to look at them objectively. !After 
the show, it’s easy to feel frustrated (or just plain exhausted) and to let your 
emotions cloud your decision making. !For instance, instead of just assuming that 
there really was no traffic, !you could ask show organizers how many attendees 
there were, and how that compares to other years. !And make sure that you’re 
actually calculating sales, orders, and expenses, and not just assuming the show 
was bad. !And don’t forget to include follow-up orders in those calculations.

Most importantly, don’t make hasty decisions about whether to do a show again. !
Give yourself a few weeks to process the show, evaluate, and gain some 
perspective. !Often times, people give up on a show too quickly, when really all they 
needed was a consistent presence to make the show work for them.
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HOW NOT TO SUCK AT SALES

If I were to identify my weak point in business a year ago, I would !say my skills as a 
salesperson.!!I seriously doubted my ability to convince people to buy my products.

When you run a one-person business, you need to be good at a lot of things. !And 
getting people to buy your products is high on that list.

But it was an area where I really struggled. !I didn’t feel confident in selling my 
products. !I wasn’t comfortable asking for the sale. !And I was worried that this 
would be the downfall of my business.

At one point I settled into the mindset that maybe this just wasn’t my strength. !I 
thought that perhaps I should seek out a sales rep, or take on a partner who was 
better at sales than I am.

But before I took such drastic measures, I thought I’d first try to learn to be a better 
salesperson.

And after coming off this last round of trade shows, I’m happy to report that you 
can learn to be better at sales.
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Just like many other things in business, it’s not a skill possessed by the lucky few, 
but something that can be learned, practiced, and cultivated.

So how did I do it?

First, I got some experience. A few years ago, I started working at a retail clothing 
store. !This was more than just a strategic move to boost my cash flow (and get a 
discount on one of my favorite clothing brands). !I had never had a job in retail 
before. !In high school and college, I always worked food service. !And while that 
involves selling, it’s much different when you have a line around the block of people 
who already decided they want ice cream.

Fortunately, I had good bosses at the store, who were committed to training the 
sales staff. !I learned a lot about talking to customers and the art of the up sell. !And 
because they freely shared info about how the store was doing, I learned the 
importance of paying attention to conversion rates and average dollars per sale.

But despite doing a good job on the sales floor at the store, I still didn’t feel 
confident selling my own work.

So, being me, I turned to books to get more information. I started looking for 
anything I could read that would improve my sales ability. The best book I read was 
called Women Make the Best Salesmen, and it was a little book I picked up cheaply 
at a book store in New York City. This book gives some really solid advice on 
improving your sales skills.

But as much as I hate to admit it, you can’t become a better salesperson just by 
reading books.
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And while you could argue that practice makes perfect, for me, it was a shift in 
mindset that helped me become a good salesperson.

First, I had to get over the obstacle that plagues many makers – the guilt of selling. !
I had to learn to be confident in myself and my products. !I had to remind myself 
that my jewelry is something of great value that people will wear and love for many 
years.

Then I had to come get comfortable with the idea that in selling to people, I’m 
actually helping them. !In wholesale, buyers come to a show looking to buy. !It’s 
their job. !So by selling to them, I’m actually making their job easier. !They come to 
the show looking for great products, and I can help them by sharing what makes 
my products great.

Even if you only sell retail, you can still help people by selling to them. !The need 
might not be as universal as looking for products for a store, but most people shop 
with a purpose (even if it’s only to relieve boredom) and it’s your job as the 
salesperson to help them fill that need.

I won’t lie and say that the shift in mindset is easy. !For some, it takes a lot of time 
and serious introspection to become a better salesperson. !I’m a naturally outgoing 
person who enjoys public speaking, and even I didn’t get it overnight. !But if you 
want to have a successful business selling the things you make, that shift in 
mindset is critical.

Work on it, talk to friends about it, and practice as often as you can. !Because it is 
possible to learn not to suck at sales.
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“Etsy has built itself into a powerful force in 

the crafts community (and rightly so) but with 

that comes the impression that now a crafter 

must sell on Etsy to reach success.”

NAVIGATING ETSY
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ETSY AND THE CULTURE OF 
CHEAP

Pricing may be one of the biggest challenges facing makers today.! Not only is the 
act of determining price difficult in and of itself, makers must also deal with market 
pressures outside our control that effect price.

I mentioned in a previous post that Etsy recently posted a link to one of my cozy/
cuffs on its Facebook page.! This sparked a discussion about price.! There were 
many people who thought that $32 was a ridiculously high price, and that I must be 
making an insane profit.! (You can read my response to those comments on my 
other blog.)

This discussion coincided with my recent reading of the book Cheap: The High 
Cost of Discount Culture.! I had been planning on reviewing the book here anyway, 
but now I thought I’d talk a little about how the phenomenon of cheap affects 
marketplaces like Etsy.
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In Cheap, author Ellen Ruppel Shell looks at the evolution of price in American – 
particularly the development of our current discount culture and American’s love 
affair with cheap.! She also looks at some of the true costs of cheap good and 
labor that are not reflected in the actual price of an object.

I was immediately struck by the comment that “Most of us…have absolutely no 
idea of what goes into setting a price.!! Consumers… link price to profit, and they 
grossly overestimate profit margins.”! I think this holds true for customers, but also 
for many makers.! I think when many people look at a price, they only mentally 
factor in how much value there is in the materials (if they are even able to infer that).! 
Most consumers lack the ability to factor in all the other costs associated with 
running a business – whether it’s a multinational corporation or a one-woman show 
– that effect a price.! These other costs, such as labor, packaging, shipping, 
marketing, and promotion, are also often the costs that makers fail to factor in when 
setting their prices.

In the case of Etsy, I do think that in general prices have become artificially low.! 
This is due mainly to the fact that Etsy is a Pro-Am community.! While there are 
sellers on Etsy who make a full-time living from their work (often using Etsy in 
conjunction with retail shows, wholesale and consignment, and other selling 
venues), there are many more who view Etsy as an extension of their hobby.! They 
knit scarves in their spare time, and someone suggested that they sell them on 
Etsy.! These sellers don’t consider labor, profit, or many of the other costs of 
running a business when setting their prices because they don’t have to. And 
because these low prices occur on Etsy, more and more buyers expect them.! 
Which creates a vicious cycle where sellers feel they need to lower their prices in 
order to sell.
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Seth Godin says that you can’t change the marketplace, and I wonder if Seth might 
be right.! While I know it is possible to sell higher priced goods on Etsy, it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to compete in a marketplace where buyers are 
motivated solely by price.

The question then is, what’s the solution for those of us attempting to make a living 
wage on our products?! We can’t compete on price.! What are the alternative 
marketplaces, both online and off, for us? And most importantly, how can we go 
about building and educating a consumer base that understands and supports the 
prices we are charging?
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SKILL, PRICE, AND ETSY AS 
BUSINESS INCUBATOR

I’m so glad that Diane has finally posted my interview over at CraftyPod, because 
I’ve had so many post ideas revolving around the idea of the pro-am craft 
community that I’ve been just bursting to share.

I recently read this post on Button Maker’s Ball where she suggested that the low 
pricing on Etsy was a result of people getting their 10,000 hours in public.

10,000 hours is a reference to an idea in Malcolm Gladwell’s book Outliers, that to 
become great at something requires 10,000 hours.! At around 20 hours a week, 
this works out to roughly 10 years to reach your 10,000 hours.! (Though it can be 
accelerated.! Gladwell uses the example of the Beatles, who played in nightclubs 
for 8 hours a day for four years on the road to becoming the Beatles we all know 
and love.)

I was really struck by this for a number of reasons, not least of which is that I 
realized that a decade has passed since I started studying jewelry and 
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metalsmithing.! I am tantalizingly close to my 10,000 hours, and I can attest to the 
fact that I’ve recently felt like my skills have progressed to a new level.

But more so, I was struck by this theory that prices are low because makers are 
gaining their 10,000 hours in public.! If you work from the theory that crafters 
should be paid well for their time and skill, then it would make sense that those who 
are less skilled (or who have put in less time honing those skills) would be paid less.! 
(Of course, this doesn’t account for the other I thing I think we should be paid well 
for, our creative vision.! But that’s an argument for another post.)

Sometimes I forget that my prices started out much lower than they are now.! But I 
had the luxury of trying to sell my work at a much less public format – student 
jewelry sales in graduate school.! I was much closer to my 10,000 hours before I 
started selling my work on Etsy or in more public forums.

But if this argument can serve as a rationalization for much of the low pricing on 
Etsy, then the question still remains, how does someone who has put in their 
10,000 hours or beyond (and is thus pricing accordingly) fit into a marketplace 
where most of the prices are significantly lower?! And how do you communicate the 
value of this increased skill to the customer?

Etsy as business incubator

To answer the first question, I want to expand on an idea I brought up in the pro-am 
podcast.! As your business grows, at some point Etsy may no longer fit your needs.! 
And if that becomes the case, you are under no contractual obligation to stay on 
Etsy.! You can always close your Etsy shop and move onto a different e-commerce 
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venue.! (Most likely something tied more directly to your own URL and branded 
exclusively for your business.)

But I know this idea can seem scary, especially for someone who has had much 
initial success on Etsy.! Even if you feel no sense of gratitude towards Etsy as a 
company, you probably feel very indebted to your Etsy fans who have helped make 
your business a success.! You might also feel a sense of community that you worry 
will be lost if you make a solo leap into the giant, unprotected world of e-
commerce.

But instead of feeling like your Etsy shop is a permanent fixture, what if we started 
recognizing Etsy for what it does really well.! And what Etsy does well is serve as an 
incubator for craft businesses.

According to Wikipedia, business incubators are:

“programs designed to accelerate the successful development of 
entrepreneurial companies through an array of business support resources 
and services, developed and orchestrated by incubator management and 
offered both in the incubator and through its network of contacts.”

Sounds a lot like Etsy to me.

Etsy serves as this amazing platform for anyone in the early stages of building a 
crafts business.! Not only do they provide a low-cost entry point into the 
marketplace, but they also provide tools to help sellers develop their skills.
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But here is where Etsy diverges from the traditional business incubator format. !In 
an incubator, once a business matures beyond a certain point, they graduate from 
the incubator. !They move on.

In the podcast, Diane asked me how I thought Etsy could better serve both 
professionals and amateurs, and at the time we recorded that interview, I said that I 
didn’t think they could.! I believed there was a certain point where Etsy would no 
longer meet the needs of a maker’s business.! And at that point the maker should 
move on.

But perhaps this doesn’t have to be the case.! What if Etsy continued with the 
incubator idea, but created a kind-of halfway house between Etsy as business 
incubator and the big, scary e-commerce world? !A new Etsy. !(With a different 
name, different branding, and a slightly different business model.)

Customers who were looking for the lowest prices could shop the original Etsy for 
work from early-stage businesses.! But those who were looking for products made 
with a higher degree of skill, a more mature design sense, or a more developed 
brand image could shop this new Etsy.

So maybe this is a pipe dream.! (Or maybe I just gave someone a really great idea 
for a new business. You’re welcome.) !But while we’re waiting for Etsy (or anyone 
else) to create this new solution for us, we can still shift our own mindset about 
Etsy.

What if you started viewing Etsy as an incubator for your business?! What if you put 
a plan in place to graduate beyond Etsy once your business reaches a certain level.! 
What if those of us running craft businesses stopped viewing Etsy as a long term 
solution and started viewing it as a launch pad?
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Pricing from am to pro

The other important point to take from all of this is that as your skill level increases, 
so should your prices.! Which brings us back to the question, how do you justify 
this price increase to your customers?

And I think the answer is that you don’t.

At least not so overtly.

Ideally, as you move towards 10,000 hours of learning your craft, you are also 
developing two other aspects of your business – your creative voice and your 
brand.! Unfortunately, most of us live in a society that no longer places a high value 
on skill.! And while I think it’s important to advocate for this to change, it’s also not a 
strong foundation for a marketing strategy.

But time and time again, we’ve seen how both a designer’s creative voice and the 
branding of a company can compel customers to buy.! As you move through your 
10,000 hours, you should also be developing your design skills, refining your brand, 
and ideally developing a posse of loyal customers who will follow you wherever you 
go.! Rise in skill, design, and brand should all lead to a rise in demand for your 
products, which will allow you to raise prices accordingly.

But this only further reinforces my point that we should treat Etsy as an incubator to 
move away from as your business develops.! First, while Etsy does give you options 
for customization, it doesn’t let you showcase a full-brand strategy.! You are an Etsy 
shop first, your brand second.
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The second reason to move off Etsy as your prices rise is that Etsy will always be 
filled with a nearly endless supply of cheap, low-skilled products.! Because Etsy 
functions very well as an incubator.! It’s the place where people set-up when they 
are at the start of their 10,000 hours.! And because increase in skill is difficult to 
communicate on a computer screen, and because you can’t build a complete 
brand identity on Etsy, you are left competing on that other variable – price.! And 
did you really start your business with the goal of becoming the Wal-Mart of the 
craft community?

Side note: I was browsing Supermarket the other day and was struck by the sheer 
absence of prices on category and designer pages.! In fact, it’s not until you get to 
a product’s main page that you see the price.! Contrast this with Etsy, where prices 
are featured everywhere you look, practically begging you to comparison shop by 
price.

Yes, perhaps everyone getting their 10,000 hours in the public marketplace 
provides challenges for all of us. !(Particularly when it comes to price and public 
perception.) !But instead of viewing these challenges as stumbling blocks, we 
should view them as opportunities.! By using Etsy as a launch pad (not a lifelong 
commitment) and creating a strategy where price rises in conjunction with skill, 
voice, and branding, you should be able to create a thriving business by the time 
you’ve reached your 10,000 hours.
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HOW TO USE ETSY AS A 
LAUNCH PAD

Thursday’s post on skill, price, and Etsy as business incubator generated a lot of 
good discussion, and I wanted to elaborate on a few more points.

First, my key point is this, if Etsy isn’t meeting your needs, you’re under no 
obligation to stay. However, if Etsy is meeting your needs, that’s ok too. Stay as 
long as you like. But what I want to impress is that Etsy is not going to fit everyone’s 
needs, and then it’s ok to leave. Etsy has built itself into a powerful force in the 
crafts community (and rightly so) but with that comes the impression that now a 
crafter must sell on Etsy to reach success. Or that you must sell on Etsy forever. !
Neither of which is true. Etsy is just one option among the many ways (online and 
off) to build a craft business.

But since I brought up the idea that Etsy could be a business incubator, I thought 
I’d elaborate on how to use it as one. In my original post, I suggested that Etsy 
would function as a business incubator while you were developing your making 
skills. !And while this is certainly true, there are many other opportunities to use Etsy 
to launch a successful business:
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• Product development. The route to the best products isn’t to hide them 
away until you think you’ve got it perfect. Instead, great products develop 
from a constant cycle of prototype, ship, prototype, and ship again. Etsy, with 
its low barriers to entry, makes it possible to do this.!Not only that, but Etsy’s 
feedback system allows you to get suggestions for product improvement 
directly from people using your products. (And you can always reach out to 
customers for more specific feedback.)

• Market research. !There are actually many ways you can use Etsy to 
conduct market research. The first is simply to see if there’s even a market for 
your products. Now, if you employ a “build it and they will come” strategy 
(meaning you mostly list products and wait for customers to find you) then it’s 
difficult to know if the problem is your products or your lack of marketing. But 
if you’ve been marketing consistently and your products still aren’t selling, 
then the problem might be that there isn’t a market for your products.
The second way to use Etsy as market research is to look at the buying 
preferences of your customers to get a better feel for your target audience. (I 
wish I could take credit for this idea, but I can’t. !Laura mentioned it, and I 
thought it was such a fantastic idea that I just had to share.) !By going 
through the purchase history of your customers, you can see what other 
products they are buying and how often. !This can give you invaluable 
information about your target audience.

• Pricing strategy. Pricing can be difficult, especially when trying to find the 
sweet spot between maximum profit and maximum number of sales. !But 
Etsy can serve as the perfect testing ground for various price points. !You can 
experiment with raising prices one day, lowering another, or with other pricing 
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strategies like bundling and versioning. !The ease of which you can make 
changes on Etsy makes it an ideal testing ground for finding the right prices 
for your products.

• Branding. While I still believe that with only an Etsy shop, you don’t have full 
control of your brand (no matter what, you’re stuck with the orange Etsy logo 
at the top) that doesn’t mean you can’t use Etsy to start to develop a brand 
identity. !Everything from your photo style to your font, logo, and packaging 
contribute to your brand identity, and you can use your time on Etsy to refine 
all of these.

• Build a loyal customer base. For many people, Etsy is the first place where 
they truly build a collection of loyal fans. !Etsy’s favorite system allows 
customers to keep track of you and your products, but if you’re using Etsy 
with the goal of someday moving off of Etsy, you’ll want to be able to take 
that fan base with you. !Make sure you’re providing links to other places for 
fans to connect with you (like your blog, Facebook, and twitter). !But the most 
effective way to try to bring Etsy fans with you is to get them to join your email 
list, so you can connect with them no matter where you move on the web. !
Include a link to sign-up for your list in your welcome message, and ask those 
who buy from you to sign-up for your list. !(You should never automatically 
add them.) !If you’re using Etsy as an opportunity to build a mobile fan base, 
then you won’t have to worry about losing traction when the time comes to 
move off Etsy.

I think one of the reasons so many people’s craft businesses get stuck is that they 
view Etsy as the ultimate solution. !But instead, if you view Etsy as a place to launch 
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your business, a place to test product ideas and learn about your target market, 
then there’s nothing holding you back from building!the creative empire you’ve been 
dreaming about.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:

CRAFTING AN MBA: business thinking for designers and makers

MARKETING FOR MAKERS: a 12-week e-course

THE CREATIVE EMPIRE: passion, profit, community
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